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Abstract

Specularities-bright image regions formed by specular
reflection-are likely to be mistaken for genuine surface
markings by processes that perform photometric analysis,
derive motion fields from optical flow or est imate depth
from binocular stereo. In addition th ey can be used to
infer surface geometry. This paper describes a scheme
for detecting specularities based on a characterisation of
Lambertian surfaces. Real surfaces are not simple com
posites of Lambertian and specular surfaces but evidence
suggests that away from speculariti es they do not deviate
fromthe Lambertian model by more than a factor of 3 or
so. Thisproves adequate to serve as a constraint for spec
ularity detection. Two independent tests identify image
regions where the constraint is violated. The detector is
shown to performs well on a varie ty of real images. Appli
cations: improving binocular stereo and inferr ing surface
geometry are described using specularities produced by
the detector.

1 Introduction and other work

Specular reflection occurs whenever a glossy surface re
flects light incident upon it in a mirror-like fashion.
Specularities-bright image regions formed by specular
reflection-are useful features for any practical vision sys
tem to identify. Once identified they need no longer be
mistaken for genuine surface markings by processes that
match models to objects [8], derive motion fields from
optical flow (see [40]) or estimate depth from binocular
stereo [34,35]. They can also be used to infer surface
geometry [21,37,2,13,28,5,6]. Here a scheme is described
for detecting specularities based on a characterisation of
Lambertian (non-specular) surfaces. Although real sur
faces are not simple composites of Lambertian and spec
ular surfaces, experimental evidence suggests that they
maintain a roughly Lambertian character in regions away
from specularit ies. Constraints der ived for Lambertian
surfaces are applied to real images and specularities de
tected in regions where the constraints are found to be
violated.
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Contemporary work on detecting specularities takes an al
ternative , chromatic approach [18,27]. Colour differences
in the specular and non-specular components of the light
reflected by certain materials are exploited. A chromatic
approach can complement the achromatic (grey-level) ap
proach described here , but only where colour differences
exist-Leo not for most metals nor for white light incident
on a grey surface.

Previous work on detecting specularities in achromatic
images is provided by Forbus [16]. He applied Ullman's
'8 ' operator [39] to images containing specularities. How
ever his method fails for specularities that have smooth
shading profiles-as produced by curved surfaces [7].
However, the second directional derivative used by the
'8' operator clearly is capable of distinguishing some spec
ularities The "cylinder test" proposed later also makes use
of it . The cylinder test provides a prac tical method to dis
tinguish between smooth Lambertian and smooth specu
lar shading variations. It is one of two independent tests
developed to d etect specularities. Both tests use the as
sumption (justified by experimental results) that surfaces
maintain a roughly Lambertian character away from spec
ularities . The tests identify regions where constraints that
hold for Lambertian surfaces, are clearly violated. These
regions are candidate specularities. Each test exploits a
different Lambertian characteristic-as summarised be
low:

Na:me of test Operating prlnclple of test
Retinex-based test Region 'too bright' to be Lambertian
Cylinder test Peak 'too sharp' to be Lambertian

The detection scheme combines and propagates the evi
dence from each test to create a map of the specularities
in the image. The results show that the scheme success
fully detects prominent specularities in a variety of real
images. No explicit model of specularities is involved.
This is a great advantage because the models of com
posite specular and matte surface reflection that do exist
require a great deal of a priori knowledge of the scene sur
faces and lighting before they can be exploited. In fact
the reflective properties of many common materials are
poorly understood and no useful models exist for t hem.
Before describing the details of both tests, the basis for
their underlying assumptions is discussed.
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2. real surfaces are also roughly Lambertian for all di
rections of incidence and reflection, except at geo
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most a factor of 3, except at geometrical conditions
for specular reflection.
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Although isotropic sub-surface scattering [25] does not,
as one might expect, result in isotropic (Lambertian) re
flection, it does to within the approximation provided
above---except at glancing angles. The theoretically de-

The validity of each assumption is discussed below with
reference to data taken from the theoretical and experi
mental literature. Each graph corresponds to a particular
material-plotting the variation in the relative value of
the BRDF with angle of reflection Or! for a fixed value of
the angle of incidence OJ . For all of the graphs the direc
tions of incidence and reflection lie in the plane containing
the local surface normal. If any measurements have been
made for a material it is usually in this plane. In any
case , when direct reflection acts to divert the BRDF from
Lambertian the deviation is most marked in th is plane.

faces absorb some percentage of the incident light with
out reflecting it p has a legal range (0,1). The simplic
ity of the Lambertian BRDF makes it a useful standard
against which to compare the BRDF's of real surfaces.
Naturally, matte surfaces-for which sub-surface scatter
ing is the dominant reflection process, deviate less from
this standard than glossy surfaces-which produce large
variations in frJ between mirror-like and other orienta
tions . The specularity detector described in this paper is
based on the assumptions that:

1. For many materials no adequate theory exists. Good
models of direct reflect ion exist only for surface
of certain roughness [38,3,36,15]. The Lambertian
model provides a rough approximation of sub-surface
scattering- more realistic models applying only in
some circumstances [25,11,12,31].

2. Even if a material is adequately modelled a pro
hibitiv ely large number of fitting parameters are in
volved. For example the simplest models [25] of sub
surface reflection involve at least five parameters
even more when direct reflection is included.

2 Lambertian characteristics of
real surfaces

The physical processes involved when real surfaces reflect
light are very complicated, even for common materials.
Some of the light incident upon a surface is directly re
flected at the air-surface interface, while the rest pene
trates into the sub-surface layer and may be scattered
by particles contained within it. Total reflected light
flux combines contributions from both direct reflection
and sub-surface scattering. The directional distribution
of the light reflected by the two contributing processes
can be quite different. A narrow beam of incident light
is scattered by the sub-surface over a wide range of di
rections, while direct reflection directs light back into a
narrow beam aligned along the direction of mirror reflec
tion. Direct reflection of a light source creates a spec
ularity when formed into an image . In order to detect
specularities the flux due to direct reflection must, in
some sense, be separated from that due to sub-surface
scattering. So, is it possible to tell apart the flux pro
duced by the two processes and thus detect specularities?
As mentioned earlier, colour differences in the flux can
sometimes be exploited. This paper considers what can
be done with "white" (achromatic) light. One possibility
would be to use the available theories of the physical pro
cesses to model the amount and directional distribution
of the light reflected by a surface and then attempt to
fit the model to images. Specularities would be detected
where the fitted model requires a significant proportion of
direct reflection. However three facts make this approach
impractical:
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203. In order to interpret an image in terms of a surface
model the precise directional distribution of the illu
mina tion is required .

In the absence of theory, the reflective properties of indi
vidual materials have been measured. Photometric sur
face properties are defined in terms of radiance, irradiance
and BRDF [32,24]. For a glossy mirror-like surface the
BRDF, fr is small for all pairs of directions except those
of mirror-like alignment. For a Lambertian surface it is
constant: fr = p/7r where p, known as albedo, is the ratio
of the flux reflected to that which is incident. As sur-

Figure 1: Theoretical prediction of BRDF for an isotropic
scatter . A Lambertian surface would produce a horizontal
line.

rived graphs in fig 1 show this-only at glancing angles
(OJ ~ 70° and Or ~ 70°, OJ ~ Or) does the BRDF grow
larger-resulting in a considerable deviation from the a
constant fr o However this occurs only at or close to the
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geometrical conditions for specular reflection and so does
not refute assumption 1. The available measurements of
real, near isotropic scatters, e.g: fig 2, confirm the the
oretical predictions of fig 1. Sub-surface scattering need
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Figure 2: MgO contact coating: (J, = 45° [36].

not be isotropic. For the example shown in fig 3 the de
viation from constant fr is by less than a factor of three.
If this data is typical then assumption 1 above will be
good . In order to address assumption 2 materials that
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Figure 4: Porcelain enamel: (J, = 45° (26).
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Figure 5: Aluminium (roughened): (J, = 100 [38].
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Figure 3: Soot on brass: (J, = 45° [20].

reflect light directly must be considered. These materials
are of two types :

• Metals which reflect (by electric dipole interaction)
almost all incident light directly so that sub-surface
scattering is negligible.

• Dielectrics which reflect (by atomic or ionic dipole in
teraction) some incident light directly-the rest pen
etrates the surface-so that sub-surface scattering
can occur.

For metals with smooth surfaces fr"'" 0 except for spec
ular geometry. For dielectrics an additional component
due to sub-surface scattering must be considered. Fig 4
illustrates a typical example: porcelain enamel. Here fr
is roughly constant except for the pulse-like peak at the
mirror-like orientation. So for both metals and dielectrics
with smooth surfaces assumption 2 looks good. The di-

rectional distribution of directly reflected light, which is
a narrow peak (fig 4) for a smooth surface, becomes a
broader peak for a rough surface. The data for roughened
aluminium-fig 5-illustrates just how wide the spread
can be . The shape of this particular graph is explained
by modeling the surface roughness as many micro-facets
oriented in many different directions [38]. Although en
tirely due to direct reflection, the graph in fig 5 has a
range that deviates from the Lambertian standard by no
more than that of sub-surface scatterers (e.g. as in fig 3).
So no prominent specularities should be formed. How
ever, the graph is typical only of small angles of inci
dence OJ . As 0. increases the graph becomes more pulse
like-see fig 6. When OJ is large the range of the graph

. deviates significantly from the Lambertian standard and
prominent specularities are produced. The discussion
above is of a rough metal surface--dielectric surfaces of
similar roughness behave similarly [38]. So, the survey
above--encompassing metals and dielectrics, both rough
and smooth--suggests that assumptions 1 and 2 above,
are good.
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Figure 6: Aluminium (roughened): 8i = 750 [38].

where L is the direction of collimation and 10 is the net
illumination along t . In this case I(ft,x) has a dynamic
range of 3 over all surface orientations at a given x. This
collimated model is a worst case-for multiple sources or
an extended source (e.g. a large window or the sky) the
dynamic range is the same if not less. Both multiple and
extended sources serve to distribute the net incident illu
mination over a wider range of directions. Informal ex
periments with a spot photometer, indoors under various
lighting conditions confirm that 3 is a reasonable value.

3.2 Realistic dynamic range of p(x) for
natural materials

I(n ,x) = Io(x) (1/3 + (2/3) max(O,ft .L)) , (4)

Perfectly collimated illumination does not prevail in nat
ural everyday circumstances. It can only be achieved in a
dark-room. Light may seem to be collimated in some nat
ural circumstances, e.g. spot-light illumination, but the
collimation is not perfect. The inter-reflection of light
between the surfaces of the scene adds a small non-zero
component to the illumination incident along every direc
tion. In terms of the L, function: it is no longer non-zero
only for the direction of collimation-it is non-zero every
where. The non-zero component is often referred to as the
ambient light and it accounts, very roughl y for 1/3rd of
the net illumination [33]. In computer graphics images
with a remarkably natural appearance have been simu
lated using a simple illumination model incorporating a
constant ambient component [14]. The "collimated plus
ambient" illumination model is:

3.1 Realistic dynamic range of I with re
spect to ft for natural illumination

below by considering realistic limits on natural variations
in p(x) and I(n, x).

(2)

(1)
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The general specification of a material's reflective proper
ties provided by the BRDF is independent of any consid
erations of the illumination. The image irradiance regis
tered by a camera depends on the illumination as well as
on the BRDF of the surface. Illumination varies across
a scene. The general relationship between image irradi
ance, E , and the BRDF, I-, for a given imaged point
is [24] :

3 Lambertian constraint on irra
diance

where the illumination at the point is fully specified by Li :
the directional distribution function of the incident radi
ance. The integral is over all directions encompassed by
th e solid angle of the incident beam Wi . For extended or

. multiple illuminants it is often necessary to integrate over
the entire hemisphere above the surface. The variations
in E due to L; and Jr are not, in general, separable-so
that the image irradiance equat ion (1) is very difficult to
exploit. However, for Lambertian surfaces Jr = p/7r, so
equation (1) simplifies:

1= (1/7r) 1. Li cosOidwi,

so image irradiance can be separated into the product of
albedo p and I : a term that quantifies the net illumi
nation falling at the surface point. I and p both vary
with location x of the point in the image . I also depends
on the local surface orientation (conveniently specified by
the direction of the surface normal fi) . Equation (2) can
be written:

E(x) = RL (n(x) , x) = p(x)I(n(x) , (x)), (3)

where RL is an extension of the concept of the reflectance
map familiar to computer vision. In this form the image
irradiance equation is amenable to analysis in terms of
the three component variations: p(x) , I with respect to n
and I with respect to x , Any RL that corresponds to re
alisti c natural matte surface reflection is constrained. An
upper bound on the dynamic range of RL is established

The legal range of albedo is p E (0,1). Real surfaces
away from specular geometries exhibit an effective albedo.
In practice real dielectrics are neither perfect reflectors
nor perfect absorbers and their effective albedo lies in
a restricted range p E (Pmin, Pma.,) . In operating cir
cumstances the dynamic range of effective albedo in a
scene Pma.,/ Pmin is found to have an upper bound of
roughly 10. Table 1 summarises the available data.
Normal-hemispherical reflectance p(O; 27r) provides a use
ful estimate of effective albedo [7]. By simply taking the
maximum and minimum values of p(O; 27r) in the table a
very large dynamic range: 98%/0.3% '" 3000 is obtained .
When some of the materials: chemical powders, carbon
black and black velvet are discounted-upon the basis
that they are very rarely encounted-a much lower value
prevails: 90%/5% '" 18. In fact it seems safe to use a still
lower value, 10 for commonly encountered materials.
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Figure 7: (a) Before retinex pre-processing, spatial variations
in net illumination are present in the image irradiance sig
nal. (b) After processing any gradual variations have been
eliminated. (c) Before processing, the 30:1 dynamic range
constraint does not apply. (d) After processing, it does.

(c)

Table 1: Measured values of p(O;21r) for vanous di
electrics .

Material p( OJ ~1t') References
Pure powders (e.g. MgC03) 98-80% 17
Sugar, Flour, Talc ., Starch 90-80% 17,22J
White paint, papers, cloth 80-u0% 17,22,36,191
Coloured pigments: 80-8% 17]
..Chrome yellow 80%
..Ultramarine 8%
Building Materials: 90-9% l17,22J
..Clays 90-11%
..Concrete 35-9%
..Slates 20-10%
..Roofing Materials 78-11%
..Bricks 64-11%
..Pine Wood 40%
Peach, Pear (ripe or green) 40-20% 22
Coloured porcelain-enamel 70-20% 22
Black papers 6-5% 22
Black velvet 0.4% 22
Carbon black in oil 0.3% 22

5 The cylinder test

4 The retinex-based test

The retinex-based test is developed to detect those spec
ularities that are 'too bright' to be matte. This test in
volves more than identifying specularities that exceed a
certain fixed brightness threshold because the appropriate
threshold value varies with the spatial variations of illu
mination. By considering relative rather than absolute
brightness the test copes with the scene-to-scene varia
tions. Variations within a single image are removed by
applying a retinex process (fig 7) . After removal of spa
tial variations in illumination l(n, x) the dynamic range
of image irradiance, for Lambertian-like regions has an
upper bound of about 30, the product of the bounds
on p(x) and l(n,x) (i.e . 10 x 3) . Bright regions in an
image with a dynamic range exceeding 30 are candidate
specularities.

A variety of computational schemes of the retinex are
available [29,23]. The implementation used here [9] is cor
rect in its treatment ofthe image perimeter. Although the
retinex is designed to work in a (Mondrian) world with
out the shading gradients introduced by surface curva
ture, Land [30] shows that it usefully eliminates illumina
tion variations present in images of real curved surfaces.
However, as the retinex cannot distinguish the smaller
shading gradients from those due to gradual changes in
the illumination level, it is apt to remove them too. This
somewhat reduces the power of the test . Removal of grad
ual changes is done by gaussian filtering [7].

Specularities can often be distinguished from Lambertian
shading by the sharpness of their irradiance peaks. The
cylinder test quantifies just how sharp a peak must be
before the Lambertian interpretation can be discounted.
It does this by placing an upper bound U, on the 2nd
derivative of irradiance, D(xp) at the peak location, Xp
along the direction of any I-D profile through an elon
gated bright region (blob) . Where ever D( x p) >U a spec
ularity is detected. Very narrow profiles are excluded
they might simply be due to thin white matte lines on a
dark background. A method akin to that of Asada and
Brady [1] is used to extract suitable profiles [7]. The ap
propriate value of threshold U is computed for a given
profile using its dimensions. By a worst case analysis [7],
the value can be shown to be

(5)

where E( x p) is peak irradiance and rl and r2 are the im
age distances from the flanking edges of the profile. Es
tablishing this expression requires two assumptions: that
albedo is uniform between flanking edges[23] and the sur
face is locally approximately cylindrical. The second as
sumption is not as arbitrary as it might seem: an elon
gated blob is, in itself, a strong indication of a local cylin
drical surface. And since the test requires only a bound
on, rather than an accurate estimate of D(xp) , it is ro
bust to modest curvature along the spine of the blob.
This bound holds for all viewer-source geometries, cylin
der radii , levels of ambient illumination and portions of a
cylinder.
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Both the retinex-based and cylinder tests provide strong (b)
evidence for specularities, but only mark local maxima
in image irradiance. To obtain descriptions of the entire
specular blob surrounding any maximum the evidence is
propagated outwards. A simple but effective method of
achieving this is to apply the following pro cess at each
maximum where evidence exists:

Fig 9 show how the specularity detector performs on a
set of real images. Each (256x256 ; 8-bit grey-level) image
was acquired from a Link-Electronics 109 vidicon cam
era. Grey-level was approximately proportional to image
irradiance. The signal's (""6 bit) dynamic range was just
enough to apply the retinex-based test. Edge maps-used
to initiate the profile extraction paths-were obtained us
ing a Canny operator (width IT = 1 pixel) followed by
hysteresis thresholding [10].

6 Results and applications

• Mark the location of the maximum inside the spec
ular blob.

• Recursively apply the same process at any adjacent
pixels which are not on the blobs edge contour (as
marked in the edge map) and at which the image
irradiance exceeds 2/3rds the peak value .

(c)
~

I--
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Although fairly arbitrary, this method produces adequate
specularity maps corresponding to the maxima at which
evidence was found (see fig 9). A more principled ap
proach might fit quadratic patches to the irradiance sur
face of each specular blob in order to determine the extent
of each blob.

The results show that both tests can and do detect gen
uine specularities. Neither test detects all the genuine
specularities in any of the images but importantly neither
test marks any false positives. On most occasions the ev
idence is satisfactorily propagated from the local maxima
into the surrounding blobs. Occasionally it is propagated
too far: Barring this minor problem, the scheme success
fully combines the evidence provided by the tests to create
a specularity map. However , at least one genuine spec
ularity is missed in each test image so there is room for
improvement. The specularities that are missed are often
both too dim for the retinex-based test and too narrow
for the cylinder test-e.g. on the left spoke in fig 9 (a).
At a higher resolution they might well be detected. Once
det ected, both the monocular shape and the stereoscopic
disparity of a specularity can be used to infer local sur
face shape as described in the accompanying paper [6].
Specularities should not be used as features for estimat
ing surface depth-their apparent depths are not on the
surface. Binocular stereo is improved if specularities are
excised before matching and estimating the depth of sur
face features. Fig 8 shows how excising the detected spec
ularity improves the depth estimated by the PMF stereo

Figure 8: (a) A stereo pair of images (aligned for cross-eyed
fusion). Surface plots of part of the sparse depth map fromthe
previous figure, (b) before and (c) after excising the detected
specular features.

algorithm [35]. The fragmentation of the smooth surface
is eliminated.
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